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After three highly acclaimed albums, Portuguese born guitarist Francisco Pais has been 

exploring new music relentlessly with some of the most influential young lions in NYC. 

For Pais this new album Verde means expansion. While not a tribute recording in any way, 

this recording shows Francisco honoring all the guitarists who have inspired and informed 

his completely unique approach to the instrument and compostitions. Francisco filters his 

myriad influences (indie rock, R&B, jazz, Brazilian folk) into a singular, electrifying sound.

The lineup for this album features saxophonists Myron Walden and Godwin Louis, longtime 

partner in crime drummer Ferenc Nemeth, pianist Julian Shore and bassist Connor Schultze.

 1.   Drake-ish 5:34

 2.  The Painter 6:16

 3.  L�kit 2:51 

 4.  Gold hi� 4:02

 5.  Where is the Edge (intro) 2:02 

 6.  Where is the Edge 2:55

 7.  Devotion 5:46

 8.  Going South 3:17 

 9.  Bl�m 4:53 

10. Mi�ion Galaxies Away 3:41

11.  Yeah�-Do 2:00

12.  Waves Of Dawn 2:44

13.  Sunset Fu� of M�ns 2:42

14.  Yeah�-Do (outro) 1:00

ABOUT FRANCISCO

FRANCISCO PAIS
GUITAR/VOICE/COMPOSITION

A devoted yogi, Pais has played his own music all over the world with some of the best 

musicians in the New York scene. After an audition in Paris in 1998, Pais was awarded a 

scholarship to come to the United States to study jazz performance at the Berklee College 

of Music in Boston. In 2002, he graduated cum laude with a B.A. in Music Performance. In 

the following years he toured throughout the world.  Pais has received numerous awards 

for his work from the Doris Duke Foundation, Chamber Music America and Rhode Island 

State Council for the Arts.

@franciscopais @franciscopais Franciscopaismusic
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M�T THE MUSICIANS
LOTUS PROJECT “VERDE” FEATURING:

DRUMS - Ferenc Nemeth is an accomplished and versatile musician who continues to push the boundaries of jazz drumming and 
composition. Nemeth has since the early days of his career, been one of the most sought after drummers both, in his native Hungary as well 
as in the United States. Coming from a musical family, his unique dynamism and versatility was fostered from a very early age. An exciting 
performer and imaginative collaborator, Nemeth is well regarded for his work with the Lionel Loueke Trio and GilFeMa and has also travelled, 
performed and collaborated extensively as a bandleader, co-leader, sideman and educator as well as initiating creative projects of his own.

From his early days at the Berklee College of Music in Boston and the Thelonius Monk Insitute of Jazz in Los Angeles, Nemeth has learned 
from and worked with the world’s finest jazz musicians and groups including Herbie Hancock, Wayne Shorter, and The Henry Mancini Orchestra 
amongst others. Relocating to New York in 2003, Nemeth’s distinctive energy and drive saw his career continuing with many of the same 
musicians, and also expanding to include the likes of Christian McBride, John Patitucci, Dave Samuels, and most recently Ilaiyaraaja.

TENOR SAX - Myron Walden, originally from Miami and long time Bronx NY resident is a refreshing, individualistic alto and 
tenor saxophonist, perhaps the most original player on his instrument to come along in the last 20 years. Walden's sound, plaintive, shot 
through with a bluesy wail, is fully his own; there's nothing quite like it in jazz today. He takes lots of chances, often leaping outside the 
changes or bursting into swirling clusters of notes, but he never forgets to swing.

He is first call on the international jazz scene and worked with the 'who's who' of jazz, from Herbie Hancock to Ron Carter, as well as playing 
a fundamental role in bands of innovators Brian Blade and Kurt Rosenwinkel. His albums have received high praise by the international jazz 
press and have been called groundbreaking. A true modern jazz giant. 

ALTO SAX - Godwin Louis, alto saxophonist, was born in Harlem, NY and began playing saxophone at age nine. Godwin grew up in 
Bridgeport, CT and Port au Prince, Haiti. Godwin is a recent graduate from the prestigious Thelonious Monk Institute for Jazz Performance class 
of 2011. Godwin was one of the six fellows selected to be in the Thelonious Monk Institute for Jazz Performance, a full-scholarship 
graduate-level program at Loyola University New Orleans, where, under the artistic direction of Terence Blanchard, he and his colleagues honed 
their skills at performing, teaching and composing. They gave concerts, clinics and private lessons in Louisiana, the Mississippi gulf coast as 
well as around the globe including, at the Basilicata per New Orleans Jazz festival in Matera Italy and in Beijing, China. Through the Institute, 
Godwin has studied and performed with Herbie Hancock, Dee Dee Bridgewater, Clark Terry, Ron Carter, Jack Dejohnette, Jimmy Heath, Danilo 
Perez, John Scofield, Jeff “Tain” Watts, John Patitucci, Steve Coleman, Dick Oatts, and artistic director Terence Blanchard. As an undergraduate 
Godwin studied music education and received his degree in Professional Music with an emphasis on education at Berklee College of Music.

BASS - Connor Schultze, is a upright/electric bass player in the New York and Boston area. Connor has had the opportunity to 
perform in various venues including the Kennedy Center, Symphony Hall, Rose Theatre and Avery Fischer Hall, as well as internationally at the 
Bimhuis in Amsterdam. In high school, Connor was chosen to participate in the 2011 Brubeck Summer Jazz Colony, the 2012 Next Generation 
Jazz Combo competition as a member of Pure Bliss, as well as the 2012 GRAMMY Jazz Ensemble. Connor has received individual awards at 
the 2nd annual Charles Mingus Competition as well as the 2010 and 2011 Essentially Ellington Festival. In 2014, Connor has spent most of 
his time recording and touring with the band " iiii ". Connor currently attends Manhattan School of Music.

As a teacher, Connor has taught master classes at various high schools and middle schools all over the US, including the San Francisco School for 
the Arts and the Marin School for the Arts. He also teaches private lessons to students in the Boston and New York area. He currently teaches at 
WHEELS in Washington Heights, NY and has taught at Promise Academy in Harlem, NY through the Manhattan School of Music Outreach Program. 

PIANO - Julian Shore From Narragansett, Rhode Island, Shore grew up listening to his father playing Bach on his home piano and 
would often sing along as a toddler. After starting piano lessons at a young age he began studies with famed educator Hal Crook as a teenager. 
Shortly thereafter Shore was awarded a full scholarship to Berklee College of Music where he entered in Fall 2005. During his time there, 
under the mentorship of Danilo Perez, he performed in a young musicians ensemble in the Panama Jazz Festival, learning from Wayne Shorter, 
Brian Blade, John Patitucci and many others while there.

He graduated in 2009 and shortly after moving to New York, had a brief stint with singer Gretchen Parlato, touring with her band in early 2010 
and then performing at the Stockholm Jazz Festival with her later that year. Since then he has continued to appear as both leader and sideman 
in New York where he is based, and across the globe. He has had the opportunity to perform or record with musicians such as Gretchen 
Parlato, Ferenc Nemeth, Kurt Rosenwinkel, Gilad Hekselman, Chris Cheek, Kendrick Scott, Mark Giuliana among many others. 



WHAT THEY SAY PHOTOS & VIDEOS
“ Francisco Pais is an incredibly talented composer and arranger; he is dedicated and 
   I support him and believe in him.” – Esperanza Spalding

“ Francisco's guitar playing is tossed with a challenging and tasteful blend of beautiful 
   harmony and melody lines. What a great player.”

– Lionel Loueke (Blue Note recording artist / Herbie Hancock guitarist)

“ Francisco Pais can really play up a storm.”  – Lyle Robinson, jazzguitarlife.com

“ He is an amazingly talented guitarist and band leader.”
– Bob Karlovits The Pittsburg Tribune Review

“ While Pais is a stellar guitarist and a compositional beast, he now assumes the role 
   of vocalist... One does not have to practice yoga or any other meditative practice to 
   gain insight or to have special appreciation for this delightful release. It is rare that 
   an album contains such honesty and passion that both a visceral and cerebral 
   connection can be made by all that should take the time to simply listen...Incredibly 
   inventive and highly entertaining. A stunning recording on more levels than I have 
   space to print...”   – Brent Black, criticaljazz.com

“...Pais has energy, ambition and desire. He proves through his music that the creative 
   spirit can release thousands of impressions at once. His guitar soars in passionate 
   displays that weave strong ties with his band mates. Their cohesive union makes for 
   a strong foundation, which in turn releases a creative tide...Pais establishes a 
   magical ballad countenance that enchants.”   –  Jim Santella All About Jazz

“ Despite this album's title, it's not a monochromatic musical affair. In fact, it's one of the 
   most kaleidoscopic offerings to touchdown in 2016" …."There are certainly signature 
   elements in his work, but he likes to toy with them, continually bending across the axis 
   of sound and style. Pais travels down country roads and delivers hints of Appalachian 
   folk music ("Lookit"), traffics in evolving acoustic purity and Andalusian breezes 
   ("Devotion"), puts his guitar up against saxophone on a dark and bluesy bender ("Going 
   South"), and places his own Wayne Coyne-ish vocals atop rocking constructs ("Sunset 
   Full Of Moons"). By traveling these many and varied roads, and many others not cited 
   here, he successfully makes the case that identity isn't built around a single sound or 
   notion.”   –  Dan Bilawsky AAJ 

“ Guitarist Francisco Pais comes from a small town in Portugal where every shade of 
   green seems to burst forth from the land. On his new album “Verde,” numerous 
   threads from guitar history comprise the compositions, weaving an aural quilt of 
   engaging sounds. You hear shades of Hendrix, Waters, Clapton — and all the jazz 
   titans you can name. You also hear Pais’ expressive voice — and his extraordinary 
   band, which includes Ferenc Nemeth on drums and Myron Walden on tenor sax. Far 
   from “easy listening,” Pais’ music is easy to listen to. And enjoy. Recorded 
without    edits or isolation, “Verde” is pure pleasure.”   –  By Michael Konik
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